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Why study the politics of light rail projects?



Exploring the rationality of light rail projects

Strategic planning as persuasive storytelling
• “Spatial visions play important roles in bringing 

specific policy issues and particular policy 
solutions onto the national policy agenda. As 
demonstrated in this paper, the spatial vision of 
the Loop City has played an important persuasive 
role in upscaling the significance of the light rail 
link in Ring 3, and thereby legitimizing the need 
and rationalizing the importance of the project.” 
(Olesen, 2017: 990) 



Exploring the rationality of light rail projects

Vision  vs. Evaluation
• “In all three decision-making processes, spatial 

visions have played important roles in inscribing 
LRT into a reality beyond socio-economic 
feasibility – a reality where strategic urban 
development and urban quality are rated as 
important values. At the same time, the spatial 
visions (and the values embedded in these) 
have been important in the mobilisation of 
political support and in the enrolment of actors 
in support of the LRT projects.” (Nicolaisen, Olesen 
& Olesen, 2017: 19)



Being a modern city

…is to have a light rail
• ”In the early 20th century, the streetcar had been the 

urban mode of transport par excellence in the United 
States. In fact, the streetcar was a symbol of what it 
meant to be a city.” (Culver, 2017: 22)

• ”Great cities are born of and give rise to great 
infrastructure” (Neuman and Smith, 2010: 21)

• ”Light rail imparts a sense of urban modernity, 
permanence of place, order, sophistication, and 
connectivity benefitting enduring world-class cities” 
(Boschken, 2002: 184)



Being a modern city

Infrastructure as the fetish of the modern city
• “The fetish character of commodities often turns 

them into objects of desire in themselves and for 
themselves, independent from their use value. […] 
Commodities do not only carry their materiality, but 
also the promise and the dream of a better society 
and a happier life” (Kaika and Swyngedouw 2000: 123) 

• Whether transit vehicles are full or empty may have 
less to do with ‘showing’ the urban area’s global 
vitality than whether the system’s mere presence (i.e. 
capacity) gives a sense of bustle, freshness, and 
performance (Boschken, 2008:16)



Being a modern city in the age of neoliberalism

The competitive global city
• ”… the major consideration for adopting rail over bus investment has 

been rail’s superiority in providing the appearance of technologically 
advanced, safe, clean comfortable, permanent and on-time transit 
services fitting the expectations of a bustling global city clientele” 
(Boschken, 2008: 11)  

• ”In a global competition for inward investment, entrepreneurial public 
sector planners and policy makers are increasingly looking to cultivate a 
positive image of their cities through targeted planning of image-
conscious projects such as investments in rapid transit infrastructure” 
(Higgins and Kararoglou, 2016: 460).



Being a modern city in the age of neoliberalism

The economic impact of light rail
1. Unlocking previously hard to reach sites for 

development
2. Triggering fresh growth through elimination of 

significant transport constraints
3. Stimulation of inward investment
4. Extension of labour market catchment areas
5. Reorganisation or rationalisation of production, 

distribution and land use
6. Land value and property value increase and capture

(Knowles & Ferbrache, 2016: 431)



Being a modern city in the age of neoliberalism

The consequences
• “Public transit is being transformed to fit the larger political project that we 

call neoliberalism, driven by the same forces that are stripping the social 
purpose from other public programmes” (Grengs, 2005: 58).

• “while a rise in prices may bring benefits for 
developers, there is a negative impact on low-
income households who may be priced out of the 
market near to light rail stations. Arguably, it is 
these people who are unable to afford cars and 
are reliant on access to public transport” (Knowles 
and Ferbrache 2016: 43) 



The Case of Aalborg

The growth axis
“The art in planning is however to 
focus. If investments are too 
spread, the efforts will have too 
poor effect. Therefore, this spatial 
strategy will prioritise a few areas 
where development is already 
under the way, and where 
planning has the opportunity to 
support further development. This 
is first and foremost in the growth 
axis.” (Aalborg Municipality, 2011: 2)   



The Case of Aalborg

The light rail
“The ambition of the light rail is an 
important piece. The city council is 
working intensively to investigate 
this possibility. Aalborg does not at 
present have the size and thereby 
the passenger volume, which is 
needed to support this mode of 
transport. But if we concentrate 
growth in the growth axis, the 
necessary 'critical mass' can be 
created.” (Aalborg Municipality, 2011: 13)



The Case of Aalborg

Urban development
“The light rail will transform the 
city. It will contribute to that 
Aalborg will appear as a modern, 
foresighted and environmental 
friendly city. The rail can become 
a part of the city’s identity, and will 
be used actively in connection to 
urban development and urban 
regeneration.” (Region North Jutland et 
al., 2010: 11)



The Case of Aalborg

?



Critical questions

Light rail as an urban development project
• Who is the light rail planning for?

• Doctors, university staff and sports 
fans rather than residents who cannot 
afford a car 

• Is public transport losing its social 
dimension?

• Why implement a light rail?
• To boost urban development in 

predefined areas ready for investments 
• To develop big city image (or not lose 

behind other cities)



Conclusions / reflections

Towards a politics of light rail projects
• Spatial strategies play an important role in legitimising/rationalising the need 

for light rail projects – and these projects in turn support the over spatial 
vision (e.g. the growth axis)

• Just because light rail projects are ”sold” in a neoliberal packaging, does not 
mean that they will lead to particular outcomes (Culver, 2017: 28)

• Light rail projects play a role in targeting private investments to specific 
(predefined) areas of the city

• Light rail projects are likely to boost private (and public) property values
• Accumulation of capital
• Rents increase and displacement of the weakest groups



Conclusions / reflections

Towards a politics of light rail projects
• Does this mean that we should not plan for light rail projects?
• No, but there is a need for being more sensitive to the politics behind light 

rail projects
• A light rail projects has not just become a goal in itself (all though this 

seems to be the case in many places)
• Light rail projects play into a larger agenda, which effectively is shaping 

what the consequences of the project will be
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